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So..... What are you going to do??

P.T.– So..... What are you going to do??     Reply More

After this count everyone is mad as hell..  and with good reason.  You should be mad..  We all should be mad.   I
didn't do as bad as some of you did.  But, I still lost money.   

And, once again, here we are.  Wounded from the battle of the count, pissed off and screaming at the top of our
lungs about the unfairness of the count.  Do you think anyone is listening? 

So, in an effort to once more stir some action from some of you, I am going to repost the exact same post I
posted here at the exact same time last year with a few tweaks.  Not much had to be changed.  I could have
really copy and pasted the exact same post and it would still fit our situation today.  Sad isn't it?  That we have
not made one bit of progress since the last mail count?   That we take the same abuse year after year and never

Anyway, below is the post from last year.  I will post it again next year and the year after until we as a craft are
fed up enough to join together and do something..   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I do believe there is manipulation of mail flow going on.  I do believe they work overtime to purge the mail the
week before a mail count begins.  I do believe that they offer the mailers some type of incentive to slow down
the mailings during a mail count period.  I do believe they hide and shuffle bulk mail during the count period.  I
also believe they will let the mail flow the week after count ends without a worry in their minds.  Why do I believe
all of this??  Because we have and will let them.  Ever heard of BOHICA?  Bend Over Here It Comes Again...  We
invite them to the BOHICA fest time and time again. 

We have continued to have a death grip on the evaluated system no matter what they do... And, in return they
continue to manipulate mail counts.   

Every time our standards have been reduced or we lose in a mail count, we speed up. We end up running
ourselves back to the same level of under time we had before.   

  We are like hamsters on a wheel.  Running after who knows what...  That glorious hour or two that we get to
leave early??  I keep hearing lets get the standards fixed..  We can repair this....  Oh really, as a good friend of
mine likes to say “How we looking now?” Don't forget, we have FSS on the horizon.  If you think that wont reduce
our evaluations, you better take some time and read up on that... 

Once upon a time the evaluated system worked for the craft as a whole.  It no longer works as a fair pay system
for all.  And, as I have said many times, the USPS changed the rules.  We are no longer playing a fair game.   

The evaluated system has always been based on the incentive it provided.  It created efficiency..  It worked for
both sides...  The USPS and the rural carriers.  And, again, I say, “How we looking now?”  Is it still working for
you?  Even after this massacre of a mail count? 

Some say if we change anything we will be micromanaged like the city carriers are...  NEWS FLASH!!!!!  We are
being micromanaged now...  Anyone ever heard of RDOIS??  If you haven't go to work tomorrow and ask your
postmaster...  He will know exactly what you are talking about and probably has been tracking you through it on
his computer.  Ever heard of ERMS?  Ask your PM about that too..  Ever had them push you to go faster?  Ever
had them tell you that you weren't working to standards?  Ever had them harass you over 2080?  Ever heard the
words “thats included?”  Ever heard of  “Christmas Overtime”?  Ever get much of it? 

 We have allowed all of this to happen by not even considering that the evaluated system no longer works for us.
 We have allowed ourselves to end up with manipulated mail counts time and time again. 
Does going hourly hold all the answers?  Probably not, but what we are doing now is not working like it used to.  I
could deal with a yearly average system, or something like it..  As long as there are NO MORE MAIL COUNTS.
 Mail counts can be be manipulated over and over again.   

 Are you mad about this mail count?? Are you mad because your mail volume suddenly disappeared?? 
NEWS FLASH!!  You haven't seen anything yet until you get counted in a May mail count under FSS.... You think
this mail count is a massacre..  We will need gallons of Vaseline for that one.   

Do you think quitting the union is the answer?  Go ahead...  And the next time you don't like a contract that is
presented, guess what?, you will have no say..   Some say lets go to the media, or even Congress...  Sounds like
an idea, but what exactly are you going to tell them?  The USPS manipulates the mail flow during a mail count...  
The very first question any of them are going to ask is what proof do you have....  Does anyone out there have
solid substantiated proof that the USPS is manipulating mail flow?    We can all say we know they do it.  But
without some kind of proof, anyone we go to will laugh us out of the building. 

If we really want to make a change, we, meaning ordinary rural carriers will have to start something to make a
change at the ground level.    Ordinary rural carriers, like myself and all of you have two very important rights in
this association.  One, you get to vote on contracts like we did when they offered us the extension... Yea, we
ended up with about the same thing, but there was a little improvement that came out of us voting that thing
down.   Two, you get to vote on the delegates from your state that you send to represent you at the National
convention.  These two things are basically the only power ordinary rural carriers have.  So, what can we do to

We change the delegates we send to the national convention..  Plain and simple... 

I hear time and time again how we keep electing the same old delegates who vote in the same old people over
and over again.  Let me ask you this....  Did you vote on your delegates last year?  Did you even look at the
ballot?  I bet more of you take the time to vote on “American Idol” than have taken time to look at one of those

If you did vote, did you even know what they stood for when you voted?  Did you vote for them just because you
recognized their name?   I see time and time again a blurb in my state paper that says vote for me....  but
nothing that tells me why I should vote for them.  Guess what, I don't vote for them.  If I don't know how they
feel about important issues in this craft, then they don't get my vote. 

So, my point is, for those of you that are tired of all the same old crap, the same old people, are you ready to do
something about it?   Are you ready to do something more than just gripe on a message board?  Are you ready to
step up to the plate?  The first thing we need to do is get people to vote for their delegates in the first place.  The
2nd thing we need to do is get the word out about the delegates in your state. If we don't get carriers start voting
we may as well get used to the BOHICA fests.  Over and over again. 

Once again, I have started the Delegate Awareness Project.   It will require collaboration from many people.  It
will require carriers from every state.  If people do not step up for this, a few of us cannot do it... It will not be
possible.  And the same old song will continue to play.   

For those of you who want to hear that same old song over and over in your head every day, do nothing.   Keep
griping while doing nothing...  We will keep checking back to see how thats working for ya.....   But for those of
you out there that want to do something but don't know where to turn....  Join us, get involved and spread the

http://ruralinfo.net/delegateawareness.html

Think about it... Its time to make a commitment to something..  It is time to do something.  I will spend my free
time trying to make this thing work if you will step up to help me.. 

  Never doubt that a small, group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only

Never doubt that a small, group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is
the only thing that ever has..

Mar 31, 2009; 11:44pm  WestVirginia Carrier     Reply More

Happy 
 Sorry to hear about your illness. You are going thru one our worst nightmares. We all wish
you the best of luck. When you have regained your health if you decide you want to join us
we will be here.
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Ask more questions, get more answers, talk to more people, listen to all who wish and make sure WE, as a workforce,...

WestVirginia Carrier I am going to go on the website that shows every office and every employee. I'm going to pick out 50 offices from my...

I just returned from my district union meeting. I was elected district VP presented three resolutions, one of which is...

I think we should ONLY send delegates who plan on going to National and throw the bums out!

I agree, I agree. I think that message needs to be sent to every rural carrier, rca, rcr, ptf. May I copy...

You can copy and post it anywhere you want to.. I am thinking of not doing the post cards this year.. I have a link...

now let me ask you all a serious question? ok? we all are thankful for pt making this great place for us...no...

I guess I need to show you how this works...: ONE VOICE =a sigh...easy to ignore 2 or 3 voices=a sigh still easy to...

My other former job was doing free lance graphic art. I did work locally and had no nation accounts. However i day one...

There are only two choices ONE: Decertify the NRLCA and request the National Labor board utilize OBAMA's new law to...

william cole it was managements count. I assure you THEY were using THIER own numbers. They did not even care about what the manuals...

Happy2haveajob I am going to keep my job, and have as little stress at work as I can, then I will go home to my real life. I gave up...

WestVirginia Carrier Happy I can understand your frustrations with the union. Many times I have wanted to wring my state leaders necks. If...

Happy2haveajob I *WAS* in the union for five years, I was on the Q team, went to convention, the whole nine yards. I know you folks are...

doug in illinois Hello Steve: Doug in Illinois is the same Doug who just bought your Jeep. I, like you, do know the contract and demand...

bluejinx61 Bravo!!! My first time here. Said the same things, except for the new technology, thirty years ago. One important...

Noppie I DO NOT BELIEVE RUNNING FOR A DELEGATE WILL CHANGE ANYTHING!! The system is beyond flawed. I am guess most people...

5Rebel5 I haven't even read all the posts yet, but I have made a decision to do NOTHING I didn't get paid for during the...

bkr We have filed grivances. We have contacted union reps. We have done everything you can. The next step is to tell the...

Mar 24 bluejinx61 Seriously curious about the 4 secondds to sort mail. Please help me out here.

Mar 25 bkr In our office, we are given 4 seconds to sort mail (flats and letters). Arranging it so it can be dropped into the...

Mar 25 bluejinx61 Not sure about your plant but at ours the mail is dumped into a huge bin at the bottom of the first conveyor. If your...

bluejinx61 Why would you do any of those things? If it is not in the 603 you do not do it, period! I have been a long time...

Falcon57 I am currently doing the second one. I REFUSE to give management more than I am contracturally required to give. I...

I am full agreement in saying that if all you are going to do is whine and complain and not do something like changing...

I, too, am mad as HELL! Dead silence from the union......just what good is it? I just became a regular carrier, was an...

Some of them arent silent...you start with the delegates you send tho..not the officers...unless you are a delegate...

Soooo, let me ask those of you that propose doing nothing a question? What do you hope to accomplish?? Are you...

I agree with you completely P.T. Like I tell my wife, "IF YOU'RE NOT GOING TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT, DON'T COMPLAIN!"
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